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Anti Slip Tape Sealer Anti Slip Tape Sealer

SlipGrip® Anti Slip Tape Sealer waterproofs your anti slip tapes whilst increasing durability and product life.
Edge tape sealer minimises the adverse effects of rigorous use or prolonged or severe exposure conditions by 
providing water and contaminant-tight seal between a graphic film and substrate.

 9 Wood

 9 Concrete

 9 Stone

 9 Metal

SUITABLE SUBSTRATES

Surfaces should be clean, dry and smooth. Apply to wood, concrete, metal, titles, terrazzo.

Priming - If your surface is non-porous and dust free, priming isn’t necessary. However dusty porous 

surfaces should be primed with our Anti Slip Tape Primer.

PREPARATION

 9 Prevents the film from lifting due to environmental exposure or cleaning

 9 Easy to apply

CHARACTERISTICS

These instructions are to be used as a guide. Always employ safe 
practices. It is recommended to first test the suitability of any product on 
a small area before carrying out a full application.

Simply squeeze the sealer from the tube around the tape edge. 

Allow for 2 hours drying time before walking on the substrate.

APPLICATION

Downtime - Although these products can be walked on immediately, full adhesion takes 24 hours, so be 
gentle with them during this period and avoid heavy use.

Storage - Keep the product warm and dry before using

MAINTENANCE

Anti Slip Tape Primer Anti Slip Tape Sealer

This is ideal for porous or dusty surfaces.  

Simply stir and brush on. Coverage is 2-3m² per 
500ml. The appearance when applied is milky, 
but it dries (in about one hour at 10-15°C) clear.
Make sure you only apply the primer to areas 
that the products will cover, otherwise dust 
could settle on exposed primer.
After application, brushes can be washed out in 
water.

If you are using the products where moisture 
could penetrate the tape edge, or in very 
heavily-trafficked areas, then we recommend 
you apply our Anti Slip Tape Sealer. 

All you need to do is squeeze the sealer from the 
tube around the tape edge. This will give extra 
protection and increase the tape’s life.
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